
LUDOVICA CARDINALE
FIREFIGHTER

CONTACT
l.cardinale@email.com

(123) 456-7890

Atlanta, GA

LinkedIn

CERTIFICATIONS
GFSTC Firefighter Certification

Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT)

CPR/AED - American Red
Cross

EDUCATION
Associate of Science

Fire Science
Atlanta Metropolitan

College
2006 - 2008

Atlanta, GA

SKILLS
Fire Containment

Verbal Communication
CPR/AED

EMS Evacuation Triage
Firefighting Vehicle

Operation

Critical Thinking
MS Office Suite

WORK EXPERIENCE
Firefighter
Westfield Fire Department
2016 - current / Atlanta, GA

Collaborated with 9 crew members to learn ASL to delegate tasks
nonverbally, increasing efficiency during emergency events by 53%
Handled 5 calls per shift on average, including vehicle accidents,
house fires, gas investigations, and household medical emergencies
Provided lifesaving medical care for 43 individuals, saving 91% of
cardiac arrest victims

Collaborated with 2 fire departments to prevent spread of a 175K+
acre fire, saving 380+ lives and 56 structures

Ensured 100% compliance with safety standards and equipment-use
procedures by issuing verbal reminders during meetings

EMT
Grady EMS

2013 - 2016 / Atlanta, GA
Assessed patient needs and determined necessary treatments,
resulting in a 34% reduction in response time

Conducted research regarding modern firefighting techniques and
presented at 6 specialized training events per year, increasing
medical preparedness and number of full patient recoveries by 12%

Answered 17 calls per shift on average, resulting in commendations
from 2 hospitals for response time and care

Operated emergency vehicles, reducing response time by 7%
Maintained up-to-date status on BLS, AED, and background check
certification, adhering to 100% of safety standards

Bartender
Barcelona Wine Bar
2008 - 2013 / Atlanta, GA

Conducted research off-hours to improve drink repertoire,
increasing customer satisfaction by 31% and average tip sizes by
14%

Led closing processes and implemented cleaning checklist, reducing
closeout time by 11 minutes

Cross-sold appetizers and specialty drinks, increasing average
customer check size by 12%
Inspected customer IDs to check age requirements and identify
forgeries, decreasing the number of minors served by 98%

https://linkedin.com/

